CREMONES

HUTTER COLLECTION
CREMONES

APPLICATIONS
7410 Interior Cremone Only - PASSAGE
7411 Interior Cremone Only - PRIVACY
7412 Interior Cremone Only - HALF DUMMY
7413 Interior Cremone Only - M/P EURO - PATIO
7414 Interior Cremone Only - M/P EURO - ACTIVE DUMMY
7415 Interior Cremone Only - MORTISE - PATIO

7418 Full Guide 1-1/2" x 5-1/4"
7419 Half Guide 2-1/2" x 2"
Above sets include 7375 lever

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
Square Cremones 1-1/2" x 9"

MATERIALS
Solid Brass

SPINDLES
8mm SQ (standard)

HOW TO ORDER
1. Specify application.
2. See our Cremone Bolt Check Sheet (Form 503) for additional information.
3. Specify exterior trim - must be ordered separately.
4. Specify finish. If split finish is required, please indicate exterior/interior.
5. Specify door thickness. Standard thickness is 1-3/4".
6. Specify hand of door - RH/LH.
7. Specify door height. Standard is 84".
8. Specify lever height from finished floor. Standard is 36".
9. If mortise or tubular, specify lock/latch type and backset.
   - standard for mortise lock is 2-1/2".
   - standard for tubular is 2-5/8".
10. REMINDER - all cremone sets are interior trim only - NO locks, latches, cremone cassettes (Part #9994) or euro cylinders are included.

REMEMBER
1. Cremones are interior trim only.
2. Locks, latches, cremone cassettes (#9994) or euro cylinders NOT included - must be ordered separately.
3. Cremone rods are FIXED for all sets except where cremone cassette is specified.
4. Any knob or lever can be used with the cremone.
5. Cremone cassettes (#9994) are available for passage, privacy and entrance function.
6. Custom strikes available upon request.

SET COMPONENTS

Interior Cremone Only - PASSAGE includes cremone housing, lever (attached), upper surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, lower surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, three full guides, two half guides, universal strike, mortise strike, straight spindle (8mm) and mounting hardware.

Interior Cremone Only - PRIVACY includes cremone housing w/ extended turnpiece attached, lever (attached), upper surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, lower surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, three full guides, two half guides, universal strike, mortise strike, straight spindle (8mm) and mounting hardware.

Interior Cremone Only - HALF DUMMY includes cremone housing, lever (attached), upper surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, lower surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, three full guides, two half guides, straight spindle (8mm) and mounting hardware.

Interior Cremone Only - M/P EURO - PATIO includes cremone housing (machined for euro profile cylinder), lever (attached), upper surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, lower surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, three full guides, two half guides, straight spindle (8mm) and mounting hardware.

Interior Cremone Only - M/P EURO - ACTIVE DUMMY includes cremone housing, lever (attached), upper surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, lower surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, three full guides, two half guides, straight spindle (8mm) and mounting hardware.

Interior Cremone Only - MORTISE - PATIO includes cremone housing w/ extended turnpiece attached, lever (attached), upper surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, lower surface bolt rod w/ rod guides assembled, two full guides, two half guides, straight spindle (8mm) and mounting hardware.
SIGNATURE FINISHES

SOLID BRASS FINISHES

LEVEL 1
- Antique Brass (AB)
- Antique Burnished Brass (ABB)
- Burnished Brass (BB)
- Oil Rubbed Bronze (BZ)
- Kensington (KN)
- Polished Antique (PA)
- Polished Antique — No Lacquer (PANL)
- Polished Brass (PB)
- Polished Brass — No Lacquer (PBNL)
- Revere Brass (RB)
- Revere Tarnished (RT)
- Satin Brass (SB)
- Satin Brass — No Lacquer (SBNL)
- Tarnished (TN)
- Weathered Brass (WB)
- Weathered Bronze (WZ)

LEVEL 2
- Antique Burnished Nickel (ABN)
- Antique Nickel (AN)
- Burnished Nickel (BN)
- Matte Black (MB)
- Polished Chrome (PC)
- Polished Nickel (PN)
- Revere Nickel (RN)
- Satin Nickel (SN)
- Weathered Antique Nickel (WA)
- Weathered Copper (WC)
- Weathered Nickel (WN)

LEVEL 3
- Antique Polished Silver (APS)
- Polished Silver (PS)
- Satin Silver (SS)

PRICE ON REQUEST
- Polished Gold (PG)
- Satin Gold (SG)

Custom finishes available on request.